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Introduction 
In this work we use formal group techniques to obtain results about the general- 
ized homology generated by the BP spectrum. In the first section we recall some basic 
results about formal groups. In the following section we present a relation between 
the Hazewinckel generators and the Araki generators of BP* followed by the 
introduction of families of elements in BP* one for each k E Z, of which the Araki 
generators and the Liulevicius generators, (these last ones for the prime 2), are 
special cases. Section 3 should be seen in connection with the work of Ravenel, [5]. 
We prove that the above mentioned families of elements in BP, satisfy a formula 
similar to the one of Theorem 1 of [5], but which works universally and not only 
mod p. We also prove that even for the Hazewinckel generators, Ravenel’s formula 
can be improved if p 5 3. Finally the last section sets the ground work, using results of 
preceding sections, for [13] where we will obtain a formula for the last non torsion 
element of Extk;,sp(BP,, BP,/&) for the prime 2. 
1. Remarks on formal groups 
In this section we present some background information about formal groups in 
order to fix the notations. Formal group will stand for commutative formal group of 
dimension one. See [l] for more on formal groups. 
Let R be a commutative ring and consider the category of complete filtered 
commutative algebras over R and filtration preserving algebra homomorphisms. Let 
C be the dual category. A formal group F over R is just a commutative group object 
in the category C whose underlying object is R[[x]], the algebra of formal power 
series over R, with the order filtration. Hence if M is any object in C, the set 
Morc(M, F) has a natural structure of abelian group. Moreover, using the 
identification of Mor&M, F) with the ideal I of M of elements of positive filtration 
we can view Mor&4, F) as a filtered abelian group. Note however that the group 
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structure of Morc(M, F) is, in general, different from the group structure of the ideal 
i’The sum of the elements fi and fi of Morc(M, F) will be denoted by F(fi, fi) or 
Xf=,., fk, and if (f ) n nap is a sequence of elements of Morc(M, F) such that the 
sequence Sk =cis,&kfn is convergent, for the filtration topology, we will write its 
limit as I:*, fn or simply CFf,, if the range of variation of n is evident. 
Let F be a formal group over R. If p1 and pz are the canonical projections of the 
product object R[[xl, x2]] = R[[x]] x R[[x]] in the category C, then F(pl, pz) is 
usually denoted by F(xl, x2) and represented, using the identification mentioned 
before, by a power series in two variables. Of course the formal group is determined 
if we know the ring R and the power series F(xl, x2). 
Let G be another formal group over R. A formal group homomorphism of F into 
G is an element of Morc(F, G) which is also a morphism of group objects. As 
remarked before, a morphism, in the category C, of R[[x]] into R[[x]] is represented 
by a power series f in one variable with no constant term. f will represent a 
homomorphism of the formal group F into the formal group G if and only if 
fF(x, Y) = G(f(x),fb)). 
Suppose now that F and G are formal groups over R, M and N are objects of C, 
f: F + G is a formal group homomorphism and 4: M + N is a C-morphism. Then the 
maps 
f* : Mor&4, F) + Mor&4, G) and $* : Morc(N, F) + MordM, F), 
obtained by composition with f and $ respectively, are filtration preserving, hence 
continuous group homomorphisms. 
If F and G are formal groups over R we will denote by HomR(F, G) the subgroup 
of Morc(F, G) consisting of formal group homomorphisms of F into G. By the 
previous paragraph, Endn(F, F) is a ring (with unity). For n E Z, [nlF will then 
represent the element of EndR(F) which is the image of the integer n under the 
unique ring homomorphism of Z into Endn(F). It follows immediately that [n]~ is in 
the center of EndR(F). More generally, if f is a formal group homomorphism of F 
into G, then for every n E Z 
f”[~lF=[nlGof. (1) 
This equality will be extensively used in the sequel. 
Let R and S be commutative rings and 8: R + S a ring homomorphism. Denote 
also by 0 the induced maps of R[[x]] into S[[x]] and of R[[xl, x2]] into S[[xi, xz]]. If 
F is a formal group over R we will use the notation 8F to represent he formal group 
over S given by the power series BF(xl, x2). And if f is a formal group homomor- 
phism of the formal group F into the formal group G, (formal groups over R), ef will 
represent he formal group homomorphism of OF into 8G given by the power series 
efw. 
Finally we remark that over any commutative ring there is a trivial formal group, 
the additive formal group denoted by G, and defined by G,(xi, x2) = x1 +x2. 
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2. The BP formal group law 
This section is devoted to the formal group law of the BP spectrum. BP denotes the 
Brown-Peterson spectrum relative to a fixed prime p. See [2], [3] and [4] for the 
definition and properties of this ring spectrum. 
BP can be provided with an orientation x E BP*(CP”), see [4], and the H-space 
product of CP” gives rise to a formal group structure on BP*(CP”) = rr,(BP)[[x]]. 
We denote this formal group (over a*(BP)) simply by F and instead of ,,(BP) we 
will write BP,. 
We can view BP, as a sub-ring of H,BP using the Hurewicz homomorphism 
h : BP, + H,BP which is a monomorphism. H,BP is a polynomial algebra, H,BP = 
Q,,[mr, m2,. . .] where degree m, = 2(p” - 1) and Qp denotes the integers localized 
at the prime p. There is a well known relation between m, and the bordism class of 
CP ‘“-‘. Now hF is isomorphic to the additive formal group G,, over H,BP, the 
isomorphism of hF into G, being given by the power series 
log x = C m,xP”, 
II*0 
where m. = 1. The inverse isomorphism of G, into hF is represented by the inverse 
power series which is denoted by exp x. So 
hF(xl, x2) = exp(log x1 + log x2). 
Define now elements eo, el, . . . in H,BP by the equation 
1 rnkey’x p*+r =x. 
k,j=0 
Note that this is equivalent to 
log Ch” f?jX pi = X or t0 exp X = xhFejXP’. 
jZ-0 j20 
For n 3 0 let & = (p” - l)/(p - 1). Then we have 
Lemma 1. For n 2 0 p”e,, E BP,. 
Proof. By the Miscenko series we know that pkmk E BP, for k 2 0. We prove by 
induction that penen EBP,. This is true for n = 0 since e. = 1. Suppose that the result 
is true for 0,. . . , n - 1 and let us prove that it also holds for n 3 1. The equation that 
defines e, is 
c mkei’_k = 0. 
O=sk=zn 
For 14 k s n we have pk+p*‘n-t mkeE!k E BP,. The expression k +pk&_k, where k 
takes the values 1, . . . , n is maximum for k = 1 and the value is then 1 +P&_~ = 6. 
Hence p’nm#?Elk E BP, for k = 1, . . . , n, and it follows that pcne, E BP,. 
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Note that the lemma implies that exp px E pBP,[[x]] since exp px = IFLO ppieixp’, 
and ppiei E~BP, because pi>&. This result was proved in [5]. Next we give a 
stronger version that will be used later. 
Lemma 2. exp px =px mod II-‘, where II is the ideal of BP* generated by p. 
Proof. It follows from Lemma 1 that pp’ej.xpi =0 mod I!-’ for j 2 1. Hence 
exp px = F(px, xWppie+pi) =px mod I?-‘. 
j*l 
The ring BP* is known to be a polynomial algebra over Qp. More precisely, it 
follows from the work of Milnor ([6] and see also [4]), that if xn, n 3 1, are elements of 
BP, of degree 2(p” - 1) such that xn = upm, +decomposables, where u is a unit of 
Q,, then (x&i constitute a polynomial basis of BP,, i.e. BP, = Qp[xI, x2, . . .]. The 
most used family of generators has been the Hazewinckel generators (~~)~~i, [7]. 
They are defined by the equation 
C miLJp'Xpi+i =p .?I mnxp”. 
ja0 
ial 
(3) 
This equation is equivalent to any of the following: 
log 1” UiX pi = p log X - PX, 
iz=l 
log hF ChF Vix”, exp ex = log IA&), 
iz=l > 
hF 
( 
CWUixp’, exppx =[p]&x). 
ial > 
Since exp px is in BP,[[x]] this last formula shows immediately that the Vi, i 3 1, 
belong to BP, and hence we get that the Hazewinckel generators are defined by the 
equation 
F = CPb(X). 
Now let us consider elements (w”)~+o defined by the equation 
(4) 
C ltliW~iXpi+' = p nzo m,xP". (5) 
iz=O 
is-0 
We have wo = p and w, = (1 -pp”-‘)pm, +decomposables for n B 1 and hence if w, 
belongs to BP,, for n 3 1, we will have BP, = Qp[wl, w2, . . .]. But note that equation 
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(5) is equivalent to 
log C”’ WiX” = log [ P]hF(X) 
i*O 
or 
z 
hF 
Wix” =[P]hF(X). 
is0 
From here we see that the Wi, i 2 0, are in fact in BP, and satisfy 
ifbF WiX" = [PlF(X)- (6) 
(This formula and the result that (w ,, n3i are a polynomial basis of BP, have been ) 
obtained by Araki in [S].) 
Proposition 1. wi = ui mod I:-i for i 2 1. 
Proof. From (6), (4) and Lemma 2 we get, putting u. = p, 
iz: Wix” = F(iJruixpi, exp px E 1” Uixpi mod 17-l. ) 
i-0 
From here it follows easily that Wi E ui mod 17-l for i 2 1. 
Of course for each k E Z we can consider elements (wi(k))iao, in BP,, defined by 
iIJ: Wt(k)XPi = [kIF(X) 
which is equivalent to the equation 
(7) 
C mj(wi(k)PiXPi+i = k z m”x”“. 
jZ=O llZ=O 
ia 
(8) 
It is not true that for all values of k the (wi(k))i,l constitute a polynomial basis of BP, 
over Q,. For example, for k = 1, wi(k) = 0 for i 3 1 and we(k) = 1. From equation (8) 
we see that WO(-1) = -1, and if p is odd, Wi(-1) = 0 for i 2 1, which incidently proves, 
using equation (7) that -x = [-l]F(x), i.e. F(x, -x) = 0, for p odd. For p = 2 we get 
Wi(-1) = -2mi - 1 mj(Wi_j(-l))*’ 
OCjCi 
for i 2 1, and hence (Wi(-l))iai are the symmetric generators to the generators 
Liulevicius defined, using a very different method, in [9]. 
Let us consider now k = 2 and the equation 
isrwi(2)X ” = [2]&). 
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If p = 2, (wi(2))isl are just the Araki generators we talked about before. Let us 
consider now p odd. We have 
W”(2) = -2(2P”-’ - l)m, + decomposables 
for n > 1. Clearly 2’“-‘- 1 =O modp. For those primes p such that 2’“-‘- 
1 f 0 mod p*, the family (w, (2)) ,,*i will be a polynomial basis of the corresponding 
BP,. Since d(p*> =p(p - l), where c5 is the Euler phi-function, we have 2P(P-r)= 
1 mod p*. But p does not divide p” - 1, hence only if 2’-’ = 1 mod p* do we have 
2’“-’ = 1 mod p*. Consulting “History of the Theory of Numbers” by Leonard 
Eugene Dickson, (Chelsea), we find that A. Cunningham verified in 1910 that 
2’-‘- 1 is not divisible by p* for any prime p < 1000. We also find there that E. 
Fauquenbergue proved in 1914 that 2’-’ - 1 is divisible by p* for p = 1093. So there 
are primes for which (~,(2)),,~ is not a family of polynomials generators of the 
corresponding BP,. 
3. Enter BP*BP 
BP,BP has a rich algebraic structure, see [4] and [lo]. In particular it is a 
polynomial algebra over BP, on a countable number of generators. There are two 
ring inclusions, called left and right units respectively and denoted by nL and qa, of 
BP, into BP,BP. There is also a ring homomorphism of BP,BP into itself, denoted 
by c and called the canonical anti-automorphism, such that c* = 1 and CTJ~ = Tn. The 
ring inclusions nL and ~a give rise to formal groups vLF and T/RF over BP,BP. But 
we shall use the simpler notation F and cF for these formal groups in order to avoid 
complicating the notation. 
Consider now &BP A BP = H,BP Onr. BP,BP and denote also by qL, TR and c 
the obvious ring homomorphisms of &BP into &BP A BP and of &BP A BP into 
itself. In this way we get formal groups qLhF and vRhF, over H,BP A BP, which will 
be denoted simply by hF and chF. Note that both of these are isomorphic to the 
additive formaly group over &BP A BP and the log series which give the iso- 
morphisms are 
logLx = 1 qL(m,)xP” and logRx = x vR(m,)xP’ 
II20 tlL=0 
respectively, with inverse power series denoted by 
expL x and expRx. 
We shall sometimes write m, instead of TL(mn) if that causes no confusion. 
In [4] Adams shows that the equations 
vR(mk) = C mity’, 
i+j*k 
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for k = 0, 1,. . . define elements (ti)iao which are in BP,BP c H,BP A BP and that 
BP*BP = BP* [t,, t2, . . .]. But the above equations are equivalent to the equality of 
the power series 
,;, T)R(rnk)XPk = 1 m;rpixpi+i. 
i.jC-0 
This equation is, in turn, equivalent to 
logR x = logL 1”’ fiXP’, 
j*O 
and this one to 
expL 10gR X = xhF fix”- 
jS0 
Put f(x) = expL logR x. logR is a formal group isomorphism of chF into G, and expL is 
a formal group isomorphism of G, into hF. Hencef is a formal group isomorphism of 
chF into W. But the (ti)iao are in BP,BP. Hence we have 
Proposition 2. The formal group isomorphism expL logR of the formal group chFinto 
the formal group hF is represented by a power series with coefficients in BP,BP and 
hence gives rise to a formal group isomorphism of cF into F. We have 
f(x) = 1’ r,x”’ (9) 
j*O 
and 
f’(x) = yCf+p’. 
ia0 
(10) 
Proof. It remains only to prove the formula forf’. But since f = expL logR we must 
have f’ = expR log= = cf. Hence we are done. 
Remark. Composing f of’ we get &_. fiCtP’XP’+i = x and composing f’ Of we get 
CzTs(J CfitP’XPi+i = X. In relation to these formulas see [5]. 
From formula (7) of Section 2 we get that for k E Z 
Now, using formula (1) of Section 1 we can produce formulas that enable us to 
compute nn( W,(k)). For example for k = p, writing Wjr instead of Wj(p), for the Araki 
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generators we get from 
that 
Theorem 1. 
1’ fjTR( wi)pfp’+’ = CF Wi+y’XP”i, 
i.jz=0 i.j*O 
(11) 
And, of course, we have analogous formulas for each family (~,(k)),,~. 
Ravenel in [5] proved a similar formula to (1 l), using the Hazewinckel generators, 
that works mod II. We remark however that (11) works in general. We also remark 
that using Proposition 1 of Section 2 we see that putting u. = p, 
Theorem 2. 
(12) 
This is an improvement of Theorem 1 of [5] if p 2 3. 
Note also that for p = 2 the symmetric of the Liulevicius generators, (wi(-l))isi 
together with ~~(-1) = -1 satisfy a formula similar to (11). 
Finally note that since f is an isomorphism and f’(x) = xfzo cr+” we get from 
[PLF = f’ 0 [PIF of of that 
“;;Fq&v”)xp” = ~cFCfiW~‘r~‘*‘XP’~‘+k. 
i.j.k20 
(13) 
4. The elements Uitk of Ki 
Let 1i be the ideal (~0, . . . , Wi-1) = (p, . . . , vi-l) of BP,, i = 1,2, . . . . These are 
the only prime ideal of BP, which are invariant under the action of BP*BP. As in [ 1 l] 
and [I21 we will denote by Ki the ring BP*/Ii and by Ai = Kj Snp,BP,BP = 
BP*BPOu,Ki. In [ll] and [12] we computed for p odd the torsion free part of the 
Zp[ui] module Extk,* (Ki, Ki) = E t ‘.* x Bp,Bp (BP,, BP*/4). In relation to this problem 
and to the computation of the torsion part we refer the reader also to [14]. 
In our study of Extkr& (BP*, BP,/&) it was very helpful to introduce elements 
&+k, k 30, of degree 2(-p’+p’>, which are in Ki”’ = Zp[Ui, UT’, L’~_~, c+~, . . .] (see 
[ll]and[l2]).E ven for p = 2, we proved that at least for i = 1,2, the last primitive of 
Ai is also closely related to the elements ui+k. Having been unable then to get a 
general formula for nR(&+k) we advanced a conjecture for the remaining cases of i. 
In this section we give a different (equivalent) definition of the elements ui+k and 
succeed in obtaining a formula for qn(Ui+.k). Our definition Of the ui-k makes it clear 
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why there appears a formal group over K, other than F which turns out to be the 
convenient one to express nn(Uj+k). 
As remarked in [ 1 l] there are natural ring homomorphisms, still denoted by nL, 
nR and c, having similar properties to the ones mentioned before, with Ki in place of 
BP, and Ai in place of BP*BP. The formal groups F over BP, and F and cF over 
BP,BP give rise, using the projections, to new formal groups over Ki and Ai which 
will be denoted the same way. Formulas (4) and (6) now become 
k~~ZlirkXp’*k = ,zrWi+kCPic4 =[p]F(X)- (14) 
This shows that F is a formal group of height i over K;. So there is a power series 
which we call g(x) such that g&x”‘) = [p],=(x), and if 19:Ki + Ki is the ring homo- 
morphism which sends each element to its pith power, than g is a formal group 
homomorphism of BF into F. Since 
g(X)= ~FVi+kXpk~ 
ks0 
g is not an invertible power series in Ki[[x]]. But if we pass from Ki to KY the new 
power series, which we still denoted by g, becomes invertible. Then we have 
Proposition 3. Theequation zip,, Uj+kxP’ - g-‘(x) defineselemenrs (Ui-k)kaOofK()O 
of degree 2(-p’ +pk). 
Proof. There is no doubt that I,‘,,,, ui+ju~~):kxpitk =x defined inductively elements 
(Ui+k)kaO of K?’ of the given degree. (This was the way we defined llifk in [ll]). But, 
by definition of g and since g is a homomorphism of BF into F, what we have above is 
equivalent to 
and hence equivalent to 
c 0F Uitkx pk = g-‘(x). 
kz=O 
So we are done. 
Remark. It follows easily that we also have ~~~30 Ui+kuf:flP’*’ = x. 
We are going to prove now the analogue of Theorem 1 for the elements U;+k, k S= 0. 
Over A;, (or Af” = K!“’ OK, Ai), we have the formal groups F and cF, and also BF 
and ct?F = BcF. As we already know f(x) = xi”,, tix” is a formal group isomorphism 
of cF into F. This implies that @f(x) = alto tip‘x” is a formal group isomophism of c0F 
into BF. Let m(x) represent the power series m(x) =xp’. m is a formal group 
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homomorphism of F into OF and [plF = g 0 m. It follows that [p]=F = cg 0 m and, by 
Proposition 3, 
Now the equality [ P]F 0 f = f 0 [ plcF isequivalenttog~mof=f~cg~m.Butmof= 
efom. So we get goeforn =focg~m. This implies that goOf = focg since m is an 
epimorphism. Hence 
ef 0 (cg)_’ = g-’ 0 f. (15) 
This formula is all we need to compute qn(Ui+k)q In fact we have the following 
theorem which is obtained by just computing the left and right hand sides of (15): 
Theorem 3. 
xeFtP’77r(Ui+k) X 
pi pi+k = 
c 
pi*k 
eFUi+ktPkX a 
j.k;rO j.k*O 
Corollary. Applying (Of)-’ to both sides of the formula of the theorem we get 
s~;eFq&+r)p’ = C=eFCf~iU~~mfpnk+“Xp4+m+“. 
k.m.n*O 
The formula of the corollary will play a central role in [ 131. 
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